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1) Analytics

Deliver to business teams a self-

service data catalog to explore, 

search and provision data for their 

analytics program

2) Operations

Discover, harvest and manage all 

enterprise metadata assets and 

lineage to improve quality of your 

operations

3) Compliance

Support your compliance programs 

with data governance capabilities, 

including data privacy

Data Governance and Metadata Management

Metadata allows you to understand and govern your systems, your data, your business 

and ultimately do things right.



What is it?

Enfo’s Purview kick-start is an 

easily approachable service that 

aims to demonstrate the potential 

of Purview by for example 

scanning your metadata into 

data glossary or visualizing data 

lineage from Power BI dashboard 

to data source.

To whom?

The service is suitable for 

organizations across all sizes and 

industries who are looking for a 

jump start to data catalog and 

metadata management

Why?

By the end of the project, you will 

get a data map built on your 

data and an overview of the 

potential of Purview to your 

organization

Data Governance with Azure Purview Kickstart



Why to choose Enfo’s Purview kickstart 

o Get a jump start to data catalog

o Get an intuitive data map built on your data

o Use Enfo’s best practices for data 

governance

o Easily approachable

o Fast results

o Get a solid foundation for further 

development

o Shorten the learning curve

“Enfo is a trustworthy partner with whom there will be no 

negative surprises. Customer is involved well and informed 

about the progress. Everything works well and smoothly. In 

terms of costs, this has been the best performance amongst 

the IT projects I’ve seen so far”

Erkka Sarnola

Business Development Manager, Carlson



Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Data Scanning

Data Glossary Review

Data Lineage Review

Data Governance best-practices

Defining the objective and the 

scope for the project

Understanding your data 

governance and business goals

Getting to know the data 

available for data mapping

Feedback and user experience 

evaluation

Discover new possibilities

Kickstart timeline

Trial period 

Preparations



Enfo in Brief

Enfo Presentation



Enfo at a Glance

55
years of 

experience

900
experts

370
customers

12
offices

42%
Finland

58%
Sweden

TURNOVER EUR

121,5
MILLION



Our services

Managing data streams, refining, analyzing and using data wisely.

2
Data
Build a smart data 

management architecture 

and shift focus from data 

challenges to business  

opportunities

6 Applications
Build and run your 

tailored  applications with 

a trusted partner

8Modern workplace
Build a workplace where people can 

collaborate, communicate and reach  

their personal ambitions in a secure, 

mobile and flexible way

4
Integration
Bring information to the 

right people, in the right 

time and in the right 

context

7Analytics
Gain a bird’s-eye view into your 

data to uncover insight and 

apply it for profit

1Platforms
Select the platforms for your data  

that stand the test of business

transformation – on- and off-

premises, public or private cloud

3 Security
Manage risks and protect your 

most valuable data assets 

proactively in the workplace 

and beyond

Business services
Reach long-term benefits by 

having the right processes in 

shape backed up by 

appropriate IT support
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Enfo Data & Analytics

We help organizations manage, refine and utilize 

information in their own operations. Our services cover, 

among other things, data storage, master data and 

business intelligence management, performance 

management and proactive analytics solutions design 

and implementation. 

We want to maintain first-class understanding and 

expertise in selected domains and be the best in them. 

Our goal is to be the most sought-after partner and 

employer in the area of the utilization of information. 

We have nearly 100 experts in this area in Finland, and 

about 60 of them work with Microsoft technologies.

Data 

Governance

Data Flows

Information 

Usage

Master 
Data
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Data 
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ForecastingANALYTICS

Data 
Models

DATA Integration

Machine 
Learning

Artificial 
Intelligence Optimization

Data 
Science

Information Usage Data Flows Data Governance

Better decisions with better information Connect digital processes Defines information as critical assets of 

an organization

Data management tools Data collection and distribution to all 

levels

Data assets through processes



Enfo’s Microsoft Competences

Enfo is the only 

Analytics on Microsoft Azure 
Advanced Specialization 

Partner in Nordics

Azure advanced specializations 

validate the capability of 

partners to deliver best-in-class 

specialized services in complex 

solution areas with Azure.



Case

Power BI and Enfo’s specialists assist Carlson with 
effortless and versatile data leveraging

“In terms of cost-effectiveness, this is 

the best performance I have seen in 

any IT project so far.”
Erkka Sarnola

Development Director, Carlson

Established 160 years ago, Carlson is a traditional family business 

centered on wholesale and retail trade. The company is an affiliate of 

Veljekset Halonen Oy and the largest privately owned department store 

chain in Finnish Lakeland. 

Carlson needs up-to-date data and reports on sales, profit margins, 

customers and online sales to support their business and decision-

making. Azure data warehousing and Power BI reporting are the tools 

that offer all of this.

Carlson started the process of developing their reporting while they were 

renewing their ERP system. “As we began to get more comprehensive 

data, we also wanted to be able to use it,” says Erkka Sarnola, 

Development Director at Carlson. “We used to have an open-source 

reporting tool, but our IT department did not have the time or resources 

for large-scale development and maintenance. After looking into a few 

different options, we eventually decided to go with Power BI.”

Right from the start, it was clear that the scalability of the Azure 

environment would enable cost-effective optimization. Power BI also 

scales well and thanks to its low costs, there can be a large number of

users. Because Carlson’s staff uses the tool in department stores and 

other locations, the company requires many credentials.



Case

Data warehousing and reporting in the best hands –
Valmet endorses Enfo’s world-class services

“ Enfo’s expertise with 

these kinds of 

solutions is world class.

Sari Da Conceicao

IT-Service Manager,

Valmet Automation

According to Valmet IT Service Manager Sari Da Conceicao, it is only 

when you put your IT vendors to the test that you find out how committed 

they are to their customers. Enfo rose to the challenge and surpassed 

Valmet’s expectations.

The collaboration between Valmet and Enfo has been a long-lasting 

partnership. Enfo was responsible for the design, implementation and 

continued development of the data warehouse and Cognos reporting 

solution for Valmet’s Automation Department. Enfo’s solution is used to 

generate monthly financial and operational reports.

“This service is extremely valuable to us. It is absolutely critical that our 

reports are accurate and available when we need them, without any 

unnecessary interruptions. Our business decisions are based primarily 

on this data, and any smaller problems or issues could quickly snowball 

into something bigger,” Da Conceicao explains.

Enfo provided Valmet with a comprehensive package of best practices 

for managing their bespoke solution.

“I was introduced to this environment a year and a half ago, and it has 

proven to be a service manager’s dream. Enfo has been such an 

exemplary partner that we’ve never needed to worry about any technical 

issues.”



Enfo’s Customers
More about customer cases

https://www.enfogroup.com/cases


enfogroup.com 

Contact:

Kristian Palmen

+358 40 585 5611

kristian.palmen@enfo.fi
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